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Supercond
ductivity is a phenomeenon found
d in a variiety of matterials. Thee members of our grooup
investigated several su
uperconductting systemss, which ma
ay be grouped into five categories, Recent resu
ults
d elsewhere (S. A. Medvvedev et al.).
on MoTe2 aare reported
Iron-based supercondu
uctors

Fe-based suuperconducttors appear in
i “1111,” ““122,”
“111,” andd “11” type crystal strucctures that hhave a
common m
motif of edge-sharing
e
FeAs or FeSe
tetrahedra. Within the “122” typee two substiitution
series EuF
Fe2-xTxAs2 (T
T = transittion metal) were
investigatedd, both conttaining the strongly maagnetic
Eu2+ speciees. The mothher compound
d EuFe2As2 hhas an
anti-ferrom
magnetic groound state that is graadually
suppressed by substituttion of Fe with
w Co or bby Ru.
The onset of superconnductivity iss reported ffor Co
substitutionn at x  0.2 and for Ru substitution at x =
0.5. Our innvestigationss together with
w
EPR meethods
(co-operatioon with the University
U
Augsburg)
A
andd DFT
calculationss for the Ru series [1] give
g
a clear ppicture
of strongly reduced electronic densities of statees with
increasing x of the nom
minally isoelectronic Ruu. This
reduction is equally caaused by strructural effeects as
well as by the direct change
c
of th
he transitionn-metal
states. The ppresence of Eu
E 2+ spins (S
S = 7/2) has aalmost
no effect onn the electronnic and mag
gnetic properrties of
the Fe(Co))As layers. Therefore, the evolutiion of
magnetic fluctuationss of the layers caan be
successfullyy probed by
b Eu EPR even in ssuch a
concentrateed system [2]].
Nonmagnettic analogs too iron supercconductors

Iron-based pnictogen and chalcogenide superconductors often have “nonmagnettic” analogs which
are superconductors that
t
crystalllize in the same
structure buut consist off only nonm
magnetic elem
ments.
Often thesse analogs have a mu
uch lower superconducting Tc, supporting the argum
ment that thee magnetic elemeent, viz. iron,, is importan
nt for enhanccing Tc
[3]. For exaample, SnO, which crystallizes in thee same
crystal struccture as FeS
Se, has a sim
milar Fermi ssurface
of Tc,
and exhibitts the samee pressure dependence
d
albeit with a much low
wer Tc [3]. Th
he analysis oof SnO
showed thaat the Ferm
mi surface topology
t
annd the
degree of nnesting are im
mportant for superconducctivity;
however, thhe spin fluctuuations are not
n essential ffor the
presence oof supercondductivity in
n “11” strucctures,
rather they increase the coupling and
d thereby thee Tc.

Fiig. 1: Crysttal structuree of HfCuG
Ge2 [7] andd its
reelation to th
he Fe-based supercondu
uctor LaOFeeAs.
(b)
b) Resistivity and specifiic heat of HfCuGe
Hf
ving
2 prov
bu
ulk superconductivity bellow 0.6 K.
In
n the case of LiFeAs, thee supercondu
uctor NaAlSi (Tc
= 7 K) [4] can
n be viewedd as its nonm
magnetic anallog.
Th
he Fermi su
urfaces of tthe two compounds shhow
sim
milarities [5]. Our invesstigations off NaAlSi unnder
hiigh pressure [6] showedd that Tc iniitially increaases
with p and is then
t
suppresssed rather qu
uickly beyonnd p
 5 GPa. Th
his behavior cannot be attributed to
t a
strructural phase transitiion as pro
oven by x--ray
diiffraction ex
xperiments under presssure. Althouugh
prressure has a strong efffect on sup
perconductivvity,
DF
FT calculattions demoonstrate thatt it does not
sig
gnificantly alter
a
the electtronic structu
ure. Similarly, a
co
omparison of
o NaAlSi with non-ssuperconductting
NaAlGe show
wed that the electronic structure
s
cannnot
ex
xplain the different
d
behhavior regarrding superccon-
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ductivity. The fact that the density of states does not
change around the Fermi level enforces the idea of a
non-BCS model for NaAlSi but does not prove it. A
thorough study will be required to determine what the
dominant factors are which determine Tc in analogs of
iron superconductors.
In a different project [7], we observed bulk
superconductivity with Tc = 0.6 K in the intermetallic
compound HfCuGe2 (Fig. 1), which is structurally
related to the “1111” Fe-based superconductors but
contains only nonmagnetic elements. These findings
indicate that superconductivity tends to run in certain
structure types, and the observed very low Tc supports
the argument that the presence of magnetic Fe is
important for obtaining enhanced Tc in this family.

Fig. 2: Specific heat anomaly of the type-II
superconducting clathrate Ba8-xSi46 [12] in magnetic
fields. The inset shows the upper critical field Bc2(T)
determined from the midpoint temperatures of the
transition steps in the measured magnetic fields.

and Ba3Ge13Rh4 were determined [11]. For the type-I
clathrate Ba8-xSi46, the focus was on enhancing the
thermoelectric properties, but also the superconducting properties were investigated (cf. Fig. 2) [12].
Boride superconductors

In a large international collaboration, the novel boride
FeB4 was studied [13]. Remarkably, its existence and
superconductivity were successfully predicted before
the synthesis of samples at high pressure. The
obtained single crystals proved to be highly
incompressible and superconducting below a Tc of
2.9 K. FeB4 is a rare example of a conventional
electron-phonon coupling superconductor with iron.
A remarkable -electron superconductor

Another superconductor with both exotic and
otherwise very conventional aspects is a Bi-Te-Cl
compound synthesized in the group of M. Ruck (MPICPfS and TU Dresden). Te4[Bi0.74Cl4] is a onedimensional metal [14] with structural similarities to
the organic superconductors of the (TMTSF)2X
family. In the incommensurately modulated structure,
the Te species form stacks of  electron systems,
leading to high electrical conductivity. The compound
undergoes a superconducting transition at 7.15 K.
Recently, we collected evidence that the
superconducting state of this structurally complex
material is surprisingly simple. It is a type-I
superconductor with a single s-wave energy gap and
strong electron-phonon coupling.
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debate for the most prominent members LaPt4Ge12
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consistently described by a multigap model [8].
The new metastable silicide and germanide superconductors CaGe3, CaSi3, YSi3, and LuSi3 obtained by
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